Good-guys ALWAYS Lose in Politics.
On occasions we get a "Good-Guy" or two elected (HONEST people that work for YOU, respect the Constitution & the "Rule of Law").
But, they NEVER Last! Why?
"Good-Guys" are GREATLY feared - by both the Parties & the Media - they are a SERIOUS THREAT to their Political POWER & Wealth.
They will NEVER give up the Gravy-Train, WILLINGLY! They are COMPELLED get rid of ALL Honest Officials - as quickly as possible.
The Parties pool all available MONEY and create a SMEAR Campaign - INVENTING whatever LIES or SCHEMES needed to Discredit the Official.
The totally complicit MEDIA takes this Money, disseminates the "Story", and makes sure the unsuspecting Public is turned against the "Good-Guy".
He is always GONE - by the next election cycle - it NEVER fails. (If there are only 1 or 2 to "eject" ).
This is the 1st time, in a least 100 years, that the Truth has come out, about how IMMORAL & DISHONEST our "Leaders" AND Congress really are.
People are starting to understand this is NOT about 'a' President, or a person or two in Congress - it is about the Political SYSTEM itself - the ENTIRE Establishment.
They have found that in THIS Election, even their HUNDRED$$ of MILLION$$ of DOLLAR$$ are not near enough - to keep the Truth from the Public.
This NEVER happened before - Their "conventional techniques" aren't working.
Because it is no longer about "Crucifying" one or two people.

FACTS:
95% of all Politicians get RE-elected - every time! It's GUARANTEED - by their party. 19 out of 20 STAY In - until they retire!
Each Politician PLEDGES to his Party that he will "Vote as Directed" - in return for Guaranteed POWER & WEALTH - Forever!
The MEDIA is TOTALLY Complicit - because THEY get all the Campaign MONEY - and their cronies get all the LUCRATIVE Government Contracts!
We work hard - to get 1% or 2% into Congress that are HONEST. But, they come & they go - QUICKLY driven OUT by the Establishment.
We people keep saying "OUR Guy" (our Elected Representative) is Great - it's the OTHERS that are Bad! (Everybody says it - they ALL get re-elected!)
We forget the Media tells us ALL the GOOD things they can DREAM up about "Our-Guy". NEVER anything about the "Bad" - how he SOLD US OUT to Special Interests etc.
Do you know what a Demagogue is? Look toward Washington DC - it is packed with them. "What do you want to hear?"
Only ONE (1), out of 4 or 5, Citizens ever Vote in the Primaries - 20% or 25%.
Only 1/2 of us Vote in Regular Elections - 50%.
96% of us never vet ANY of the candidates. It's not very difficult - but you must TRY.
We heavily rely on what we "See & Hear" on the Media. Most of us vote along Party Lines.
Over 90% of ALL Campaign Contributions come from SPECIAL INTERESTS. These are really BRIBES - for Special Laws to be passed - that favor THEM over YOU.
An HONEST Candidate is MORALLY OBLIGATED to NEVER accept contributions from Special Interests. He knows he can't represent YOU if there are "strings attached"!
He only gets money from Individuals - who only want HONEST Government - $20 at a time - not $2,000 or $200,000, or 2,000,000.
We seem to be OBLIVIOUS: The Media tells us Only what they WANT us to hear - ALWAYS supports the Establishment's pick - ALWAYS portrays Challengers as tainted.
Duh?
If you REALLY want an HONEST Person in Government - you MUST Vote in the PRIMARIES. That is the ONLY time YOU can actually CHOOSE a Candidate.
In Regular Elections, all you can do is "Rubber-Stamp" the candidate that the Establishment has "ALREADY selected FOR you " - you have NO Real Choice!

We the People, DO have a MEANS to FIX it! Yes, it's by the VOTE - but by Voting INTELLIGENTLY.
If we Vote-In '1 or 2' at a time, it will take FOREVER - because they get rid of ALL "Good-Guys" as quickly as we can vote them in.

We CAN Fix it - virtually all at ONE time - by following TWO (2) SIMPLE RULES:
1.
2.

Always VOTE in all PRIMARIES (& RUN-OFFS - it's the ONLY time YOUR choice actually counts)
Always Vote AGAINST the INCUMBENT (he was put there "for you" BY the Establishment)
Think about it - 19 out of 20 will be "Voted OUT" - in a SINGLE election cycle.

More to think about:
3. In a REGULAR Election - DON'T STAY HOME! Vote Against the one you like the LEAST.
Remember, NOT Voting at all is really 1/2 Vote, or MORE, for the "BAD-Guys" - they will Win AGAIN!
4. In RUN-OFFs - Also, Vote AGAINST the Incumbent. If he's already eliminated, Vote FOR the one Your Party likes the LEAST.
Or: FOR the one with the SMALLEST Campaign Budget (the Big Money goes to the Biggest THIEVES).

